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ABSTRACT
We review five often used quad lens models, each of which has analytical solutions and
can produce four images at most. Each lens model has two parameters, including one
that describes the intensity of non-dimensional mass density, and the other one that
describes the deviation from the circular lens. In our recent work, we have found that
the cusp and the fold summations are not equal to 0, when a point source infinitely
approaches a cusp or a fold from inner side of the caustic. Based on the magnification
invariant theory, which states that the sum of signed magnifications of the total images
of a given source is a constant, we calculate the cusp summations for the five lens
models. We find that the cusp summations are always larger than 0 for source on the
major cusps, while can be larger or smaller than 0 for source on the minor cusps.
We also find that if these lenses tend to the circular lens, the major and minor cusp
summations will have infinite values, and with positive and negative signs respectively.
The cusp summations do not change significantly if the sources are slightly deviated
from the cusps. In addition, through the magnification invariants, we also derive the
analytical signed cusp relations on the axes for three lens models. We find that both on
the major and the minor axes the larger the lenses deviated from the circular lens, the
larger the signed cusp relations. The major cusp relations are usually larger than the
absolute minor cusp relations, but for some lens models with very large deviation from
circular lens, the minor cusp relations can be larger than the major cusp relations.
Key words: gravitational lensing: strong – methods: analytical.
1 INTRODUCTION
Producing multiple images of distant quasars or galaxies by
foreground galaxies or galaxy clusters is one of the most
distinct qualities of strong gravitational lensing. For nonsin-
gular lenses, it is well known that the total image number
is odd (Burke 1981). If a point source lies within the cen-
tral astroid caustic of the elliptic lens, there will be five
images produced. There are two positive minima (minima
point of Fermat potential, similar hereafter) images outside
of the tangential critical curve, two negative saddle images
inside of the tangential critical curve, and one positive max-
ima image lying near the lens centre (Blandford & Narayan
1986; Saha & Williams 2003). However, the maxima image
located near the lens centre is usually highly demagnified
and faint, resulting in four observed images.
There are some important magnification relations for
the multiple image lenses. The magnification invariant
⋆ E-mail: chuzhe@pmo.ac.cn
means that, for some specific lens models, the sum of signed
magnifications for all lensed images of a given point source
is a constant, i.e., I =
∑
i µi (Dalal 1998). It is very inter-
esting and surprising that the invariants are independent of
most of the model parameters. For example, the magnifi-
cation invariants of the point lens and Singular Isothermal
Sphere (SIS) lens are 1 and 2 respectively, no matter how
large the Einstein radii are and where the positions of the
point sources are, as long as there are two images produced.
The cusp and fold relations are local magnification
relations compared with the magnification invariant. If a
point source moves to the cusp from the inner side of
the tangential caustic, three of the images will merge to-
gether near the critical curve. The three close images have
an asymptotic magnification relation (Blandford & Narayan
1986; Schneider & Weiss 1992; Schneider, Ehlers & Falco
1992; Mao 1992)
Rcusp =
Scusp
S|cusp|
=
µA + µB + µC
|µA|+ |µB|+ |µC| , (1)
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where µ are the signed magnifications of the triple images
A, B and C. Here, we define Scusp and S|cusp|, and name the
numerator Scusp cusp summation, which will be frequently
used in this work. If the point source infinitely approaches
the cusp, the cusp relation Rcusp will be close to 0.
A similar magnification relation holds when the source
lies near a fold caustic. In this case, two images lie closely
together, straddling the critical curve. One of two images
is a minima and the other one is a saddle. The fold
image pair also has an asymptotic magnification relation
(Blandford & Narayan 1986; Schneider, Ehlers & Falco
1992; Mao 1992; Keeton, Gaudi & Petters 2005;
Goldberg et al. 2010)
Rfold =
Sfold
S|fold|
=
µA + µB
|µA|+ |µB| , (2)
where µ are the signed magnifications of the double images
A and B. Here, we define Sfold fold summation and another
quantity S|fold| as before. If the source infinitely approaches
the fold line, the fold relation Rfold will also be close to 0.
In some previous works, when the point source infinitely
approaches the cusp or the fold, the numerators in Equations
(1) and (2) are also considered to be equal to 0 (Zakharov
1995; Aazami & Petters 2009; Petters & Werner 2010). In
our recent work, we (Chu, Lin & Yang 2013) proved that
Scusp and Sfold are usually not equal to 0. Consequently,
there are different signs in the numerators, so in the defi-
nitions about the two relations we do not use the absolute
value of the summed magnifications in the numerators as
some other authors do.
In strong gravitational lensing, the positions of most
multiple images can be fitted adequately using simple
smooth lens models. Nevertheless, the observed flux ratios
are more difficult to match (Kochanek 1991). Actually,
most of the observed fluxes of image pairs and triples
disagree with the fold and cusp relations. The discrep-
ancy between the predicted and observed flux ratios is
commonly referred to as the anomalous flux ratio problem
(Mao et al. 2004; Congdon & Keeton 2005; McKean et al.
2007; Shin & Evans 2008). Currently the most favoured
explanation of the flux ratio anomalies invokes the per-
turbation effects from small-scale structures hosted by
lensing galaxies (Mao & Schneider 1998; Metcalf & Zhao
2002; Kochanek & Dalal 2004; Aazami & Natarajan 2006;
Maccio` & Miranda 2006; Chen, Koushiappas & Zentner
2011; Xu et al. 2009, 2015). In this work, based on the mag-
nification invariant, we mainly study the cusp summation
and cusp relation through five frequently used smooth quad
lenses, and they may be helpful for our understanding of
the anomalous flux ratio problem in another aspect.
2 GENERAL REVIEW FOR THE FIVE QUAD
LENSES
We review five often used quad lenses in strong lensing,
including Singular Isothermal Elliptical Density (SIED),
Singular Isothermal Elliptical Potential (SIEP), Singular
Isothermal Quadrupole (SIQ), SIS+shear, and Point+shear
lenses. There are some similar properties for the five lenses.
For each lens model, the radial critical curve degenerates
into a point in the lens centre, and corresponds to the
Figure 1. The coefficients of multipole expansions of the SIED
and SIEP lenses. For each panel, the seven curves describe the
coefficients of modes m = 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 from top to bottom,
respectively.
pseudo-caustic (Evans & Wilkinson 1998). Each of the five
lenses has an astroid caustic which has four cusps and four
folds, and each lens can produce four images at most for a
single source.
The detailed information about these lenses is shown
in Table 1. Each lens model has two parameters, including
one that describes the intensity of non-dimensional mass
density, and the other one that describes the deviation from
the circular lens. For the two SIE lenses, they are usually
studied in the Cartesian coordinates, while for the last three
lens models, it is more convenient to treat them in polar
coordinates.
The two SIE lenses are extended from the SIS lens.
Here b is used as a constant parameter, which indicates
the intensity of the mass density. q is the axial ratio of the
SIE lens. The SIE lenses can be derived by changing θ into√
q2x2 + y2 through the SIS lens. For the SIED lens the θ
was changed in the mass distribution κ, while for the SIEP
lens it was changed in the potential ψ.
For the SIED and SIEP lenses, their convergence can
also be written in the form of polar coordinates
κSIED =
1
2θ
b√
q2 cos2 φ+ sin2 φ
=
1
2θ
b
√
1 + ǫ√
1− ǫ cos 2φ , (3)
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Table 1. Five simple quad lenses.
Lens model SIEDa (x, y) SIEPb (x, y)
Parameters b, q (0 < q < 1) b, q (0 < q 6 1)
Convergence κ = b
2
√
q2x2+y2
κ =
bq2(x2+y2)
2(q2x2+y2)3/2
Deflection potential ψ = xαx + yαy ψ = b
√
q2x2 + y2
Deflection angle αx =
b√
1−q2
tan−1
(√
1−q2
q2x2+y2
x
)
αx =
bq2x√
q2x2+y2
Deflection angle αy =
b√
1−q2
tanh−1
(√
1−q2
q2x2+y2
y
)
αy =
by√
q2x2+y2
Shear γ = κ γ = κ
Magnification µ−1 = 1− 2κ µ−1 = 1− 2κ
Critical curve q2x2 + y2 = b2
bq2(x2+y2)
(q2x2+y2)3/2
= 1
Major axis βcusp
b
q
− b√
1−q2
tan−1
(√
1−q2
q
)
b
q
− bq
Minor axis βcusp −b+ b√
1−q2
tanh−1(
√
1− q2) b− bq2
Naked cusp q <∼ 0.39 q <
√
2/2
Magnification invariantf ≈ 2.8 2
SIQc (θ, φ) SIS+sheard (θ, φ) Point+sheare (θ, φ)
θE, k (0 6 k 6 1) θE, γ (0 6 γ < 1) θE, γ (0 6 γ < 1)
κ = θE
2θ
(1 + k cos 2φ) κ = θE
2θ
κ = piθ2Eδ(θ)
ψ = θEθ − 13θEkθ cos 2φ ψ = θEθ −
γ
2
θ2 cos 2φ ψ = θ2E ln θ − γ2 θ2 cos 2φ
αrad = θE − 13 θEk cos 2φ αrad = θE − γθ cos 2φ αrad =
θ2
E
θ
− γθ cos 2φ
αtan =
2
3
θEk sin 2φ αtan = γθ sin 2φ αtan = γθ sin 2φ
γ = κ γ = θE
2θ
+ γ cos 2φ− iγ sin 2φ γ = θ
2
E
θ2
+ γ cos 2φ− iγ sin 2φ
µ−1 = 1− 2κ µ−1 = 1− γ2 − θE
θ
(1 + γ cos 2φ) µ−1 = 1− γ2 − θ
4
E
θ4
− 2 θ
2
E
θ2
γ cos 2φ
θ = θE + θEk cos 2φ θ = θE
1+γ cos 2φ
1−γ2 (
θE
θ
)2 =
√
1− γ2 sin2 2φ− γ cos 2φ
βcusp =
4
3
θEk βcusp = 2θE
γ
1∓γ βcusp = 2θE
γ√
1∓γ
k > 0.6 γ > 1/3 Never
1 2/(1 − γ2) 1/(1 − γ2)
aKassiola & Kovner (1993); Kormann, Schneider & Bartelmann (1994); Keeton & Kochanek (1998); Keeton, Mao & Witt (2000).
bKassiola & Kovner (1993); Witt, Mao & Keeton (2000). cKochanek (1991); Woldesenbet & Williams (2012); Chu, Lin & Yang (2013).
dKovner (1987); Finch et al. (2002); Keeton, Gaudi & Petters (2003). eChang & Refsdal (1979, 1984); Schneider, Ehlers & Falco
(1992); An & Evans (2006). fDalal (1998); Dalal & Rabin (2001); Witt & Mao (2000)
κSIEP =
1
2θ
bq2
(q2 cos2 φ+ sin2 φ)3/2
=
1
2θ
b
√
1 + ǫ(1− ǫ)
(1− ǫ cos 2φ)3/2 .
(4)
Here, the parameter ǫ is related to the axial ratio q by ǫ =
(1− q2)/(1 + q2).
For each SIE lens, the convergence has the form κ =
GSIE(φ)/2θ. The shape function GSIE(φ) can be decom-
posed into multipoles through Fourier transform method
(Keeton, Gaudi & Petters 2003)
GSIE(φ) =
∞∑
m=0
am cosmφ,
am =
1
2π
∫ 2π
0
GSIE(φ) cosmφdφ.
(5)
Based on the symmetry of the SIE lenses, the coefficients
am of the odd modes are equal to 0. Therefore, there are
only even modes in the expansions, and their phases φm are
all equal to 0.
Figure 1 shows the Fourier expansion coefficients of
the shape functions of the SIE lenses. The strength of the
monopole is the largest one among all modes. Since the
Einstein radius is determined by the monopole, the Ein-
stein radius of the SIE lens is θE = a0. For a given pa-
rameter b, with increasing the ratio q, θE decreases for the
SIED lens, while increases for the SIEP lens. Except the
monopole a0, with increasing q, all the coefficients of the
two SIE lenses decrease. In addition, the coefficients of all
the even modes decrease with increasing of the mode m.
The SIQ lens, also called SIS+elliptical lens (Dalal 1998;
Woldesenbet & Williams 2012), can be thought as the low-
est order multipole expansion of the two SIE lenses, and its
coefficients only include the monopole a0 and the quadrupole
a2.
In polar coordinates, the shear can be decomposed into
two parts, tangential or radial shear γ+, and skew shear γ×
(Bernstein & Nakajima 2009). We can write them into the
complex form γ = γ++iγ×. The direction of the skew shear
is rotated 45◦ from those of the tangential or radial shear.
For the real part, when γ+ > 0, it is tangential shear, while
oppositely it is radial shear. The radial shear is only obvious
for the void or the lens with negative mass distributions.
For example, the convergence κ = cos 2φ/2θ, can produce
tangential shear in the positive density region, and radial
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–8
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shear in the negative region. In addition, the external shear
γ in the last two lens models can bring both γ+ = γ cos 2φ
and γ× = −γ sin 2φ components.
For any lens with a convergence of the form of G(φ)/2θ,
one can decompose it into multipoles, similar to Equation
(5). For each mode of this lens, except m = 1, it has γ = κ
(Chu et al. 2013). These shears are all tangential or radial
ones γ+, not including skew shear γ×. According to the su-
perposition principle, we can conclude that, as long as the
function G(φ) do not include the m = 1 mode, the shear of
the lens is γ = κ, and the magnification is µ = 1/(1 − 2κ).
In fact, Witt, Mao & Keeton (2000) found that the lens
potential with ψ = θF (φ) form has the magnification of
µ = 1/(1−2κ). It is consistent with our conclusion, because
for a convergence G(φ)/2θ with no monopole, the lens po-
tential can be written in the form ψ = θF (φ) (Evans & Witt
2001, 2003).
The last two lenses are derived by adding a uniform ex-
ternal shear on the SIS or the point lens. The point+shear
lens is also called Chang-Refsdal lens (Chang & Refsdal
1979, 1984). There is usually a minus sign before γ in few
other studies. We use it in this form to let the major axis
lie along the X -axis, and minor axis along the Y -axis. For a
general strong lens, when the θ is infinite large, the magnifi-
cation µ should have a positive sign. Therefore, it needs the
external shear γ to be smaller than 1. However, it could also
be studied with γ > 1 for extreme cases, as in An & Evans
(2006).
In addition, the convergence πθ2Eδ(θ) of the point lens
or the point+shear lens is derived through the relation of
the two-dimensional Dirac delta function∇2 ln |θ| = 2πδ(θ).
Here for the point lens, we do not consider the Schwarzschild
radius of the point mass, near which the deflection angles
are more complex (Virbhadra & Ellis 2000).
From the deflection angles and critical curves one can
easily calculate the angular distance βcusp from the cusp
to the source centre, and the angular distance βpseu from
pseudo-caustic to the source centre on the axes. When the
two quantities are equal to each other, we can derive the
critical value of the second parameter for naked cusp ap-
pearing.
The lens equation β = θ−α includes two independent
equations. It describes the transformation between the lens
plane (θ, φ) and the source plane (β, ϕ), and can also be
written in polar coordinates as
β2 = (θ − αrad)2 + α2tan, (6)
tan(φ− ϕ) = αtan
θ − αrad (7)
(Chu et al. 2013). Using these lens equations in the Carte-
sian coordinates or the polar coordinates, together with the
critical curves, one can also calculate the caustics for the
SIE lenses or the other three lenses.
3 THE CUSP SUMMATIONS FOR SOURCE
ON THE CUSPS
As we know, when a point source is exactly on the cusp, the
cusp summation is usually not equal to 0. However, it is diffi-
cult to derive the magnifications of the triple images related
to cusp summation using traditional methods. Fortunately,
we have the magnification invariants for the five lens mod-
els. Therefore, we can derive the cusp summation through
the differences between magnification invariant and the fi-
nite magnification of the fourth image. The magnification
invariants of the SIEP, SIQ, SIS+shear, Point+shear lenses
have been calculated by Dalal (1998) and Dalal & Rabin
(2001). The magnification invariant of SIED lens is given by
Witt & Mao (2000). These magnification invariants are only
valid when four images are produced.
For the SIED lens, the magnification invariant is
(Witt & Mao 2000)
ISIED =
2
1− u/ tan−1 u +
2
1− v/ tanh−1 v ≈ 2.8, (8)
where u =
√
2ǫ/(1− ǫ), and v = √2ǫ/(1 + ǫ). The magnifi-
cation invariant slightly depends on the q, and also slightly
depends on the position of the source.
For a point source on the cusp, it has one image with
finite magnification, and three images merged together with
infinite magnifications. After we derive the finite magnifi-
cation of the point source, together with the magnification
invariant, we can get the cusp summations of the triplets
both on the major and minor cusps
Scusp ≈ 2 + u/ tan
−1 u
2− 2u/ tan−1 u +
2
1− v/ tanh−1 v ,
Scusp ≈ 2
1− u/ tan−1 u +
2 + v/ tanh−1 v
2− 2v/ tanh−1 v .
(9)
When ǫ ≈ 0.73 or q ≈ 0.39, the cusp summation of the major
cusp is equal to the magnification invariant. When ǫ ≈ 0.37
or q ≈ 0.68, the cusp summation of the minor cusp is equal
to 0.
Similarly, for the SIEP lens, we can also derive the cusp
summations of the triplets on the major and minor cusps
Scusp =
3− 2q2
2− 2q2 =
1
4
(5 +
1
ǫ
),
Scusp =
2− 3q2
2− 2q2 =
1
4
(5− 1
ǫ
).
(10)
When ǫ = 0.2 or q =
√
6/3, the cusp summation of the minor
cusp is equal to 0. For the SIQ lens, the cusp summation of
the triplet on the major/minor cusp is
Scusp =
3
8
(1± 1
k
). (11)
For the SIS+shear lens, the cusp summation of the triplet
on the major/minor cusp is
Scusp =
5γ ± 1
4γ(1− γ2) . (12)
When γ = 0.2, the cusp summation of the minor cusp is
equal to 0. For the Point+shear lens, the cusp summation
of the triplet on the major/minor cusp is
Scusp =
4γ ± (1− γ2)
8γ(1∓ γ) . (13)
When γ ≈ 0.24, the cusp summation of the minor cusp is
equal to 0. When γ approaches 1, the minor cusp summation
will be close to 0.25.
For each of these lenses, the cusp summation does not
depend on the first parameter of the lens, and only depends
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–8
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Figure 2. The red and green curves show the cusp summations on the major and minor cusps, respectively. The black curves mean the
magnification invariants.
on the second parameter which describes the deviation from
the circular lens. Figure 2 shows the cusp summations on
the cusps for the five lens models based on Equations (9)-
(13). Apparently, the cusp summations Scusp are usually not
equal to 0, and are small quantities compared to the infinite
magnifications of the triple images. Therefore, the value of
Scusp is very easily to be ignored as higher order infinitesi-
mals, when treat with the magnifications the three images
(Schneider & Weiss 1992; Zakharov 1995).
If these lenses tend to the circular lens, the major and
minor cusp summations will have infinite values. The cusp
summations of the major cusps are always larger than 0.
When it is smaller than the magnification invariant, it means
naked cusps appear. For the Point+shear lens, naked cusp
will never appear, because the pseudo-caustic of this lens
model is a circle with infinite large radius. In addition, unlike
the major ones, the cusp summations of the minor cusps can
be larger or smaller than 0 except for the SIQ lens.
4 THE CUSP SUMMATIONS AND
RELATIONS FOR SOURCE ON THE AXES
Through the difference between magnification invariant and
the magnification of the fourth image, one can also calculate
the cusp summation on the major or the minor axis. For each
lens model, we define z = β/βcusp both on the major and
minor axes. Because the analytical solutions for the SIED
and point+shear lenses are very complex, we do not study
them here.
For the SIEP lens, the cusp summations on the major
and minor axes are
Scusp = 1 +
1
(1− q2)(1 + z) ,
Scusp = 1− q
2
(1− q2)(1 + z) .
(14)
For the SIQ lens, the cusp summations on the major and
minor axes are
Scusp =
3(k + 1)
4k(1 + z)
,
Scusp =
3(k − 1)
4k(1 + z)
.
(15)
For the SIS+shear lens, the cusp summations on the major
and minor axes are
Scusp =
γ(3 + 2z) + 1
2γ(1− γ2)(1 + z) ,
Scusp =
γ(3 + 2z)− 1
2γ(1− γ2)(1 + z) .
(16)
Figure 3 shows the cusp summations of the three lens
models based on Equations (14)-(16). We can find that the
cusp summations on the cusps are the smallest ones for
source on the major axes, while the cusp summations on the
cusps are the largest ones for source on the minor axes. The
cusp summations do not change very much if the sources are
slightly deviated from the cusps.
If a point source lies on the axes, one can easily calcu-
late the positions and the magnifications of the two images
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–8
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Figure 3. The solid and dashed curves show the cusp summations
on the major and minor axes, respectively.
locating on the axes of the lens plane. However, through
traditional methods, it is difficult to calculate the magnifica-
tions of the other two images which have same magnification
values. Now, since we know the magnification invariants for
these lens models, we can also analytically derive the mag-
nifications of the two images lying off the axes.
After deriving the magnifications of the two side images,
we can also calculate the cusp relations on the major and
minor axes. For the SIEP lens, the cusp relations on the
major and minor axes are
Rcusp =
4
2 + q2 + z + z2 − q2z2 − 1,
Rcusp =
4q2
−1− 2q2 − q2z + z2 − q2z2 + 1.
(17)
For the SIQ lens, the cusp relations on the major and minor
axes are
Rcusp =
3(1 + k)(1− z)
9 + k + 3z + 3kz + 8kz2
,
Rcusp =
3(1− k)(1− z)
−9 + k − 3z + 3kz + 8kz2 .
(18)
For the SIS+shear lens, the cusp relations on the major and
minor axes are
Rcusp =
4 + 4γ
3 + γ + z + γz + 2γz2
− 1,
Rcusp =
4− 4γ
−3 + γ − z + γz + 2γz2 + 1.
(19)
Figure 4 shows the cusp relations of the three lens mod-
els based on Equations (17)-(19). For each of the three lens
models, the cusp relation also does not depend on the first
parameter of the lens, and only depends on the second pa-
rameter. For each lens, major cusp relations approach 0 only
from positive values. However, for the minor cusp relation,
they can approach 0 from positive or negative values. In fact,
the early work Keeton, Gaudi & Petters (2003) also implied
that the situation for minor cusp is not certain, and regret-
fully they studied the absolute value of the Rcusp. Neverthe-
less, the minor cusp relations of the SIQ lens only approaches
0 from negative values.
As shown in Figures 3 and 4, on the major axes, the
changes of Scusp and Rcusp against the second parameters
are usually opposite. E.g., in Figure 3(a), the solid red curve
is the lowest one, while in Figure 4(a), the solid red curve
is the highest one. On the minor axes, the changes of Scusp
and Rcusp are similar. It has been proved that, when ǫ, k,
and γ are close to 0, the cusp summations Scusp are infinitely
large. Through Equations (17)-(19), we find even these three
parameters equal to 0, as long as z = 1, the cusp relations
Rcusp are still equal to 0. It means that when these lenses
tend to circular lens, S|cusp| are higher order infinities com-
pared to the Scusp.
In observations, for the major cusp relation with a posi-
tive sign, the flux summation of the two side images is larger
than that of the middle image. For the minor cusp relation
with a positive sign, the flux of the middle image is larger
than the sum value of two side images, while with a nega-
tive sign, the sum flux of the two side images is larger than
that of the middle image, which is similar to the major cusp
in observation. From Figure 4, we find that the larger the
lens deviated from circular lens, the larger the signed cusp
relations, for both on the major and minor axes. The minor
cusp relations are more sensitive to the second parameters
than the major cusp relations, especially for the SIEP and
SIS+shear lenses. The minor cusp relations of these two lens
models can be larger than 0, and can be even larger than
the major cusp relations.
The discriminant for triple images in being a major or a
minor cusp type can be found in the distances of the images
from the lens centre. If the distance from the triplet to lens
centre is larger than that from the singlet, it is a major cusp
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–8
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Figure 4. The solid and dashed curves show the cusp relations
on the major and minor axes, respectively.
type, otherwise it is a minor cusp type (Metcalf & Amara
2012). RXJ0911+0551 (Bade et al. 1997; Burud et al. 1998)
is the only cusp type lens system whose source lying near
the minor cusp, and the signed cusp relation of this lens
system is Rcusp = −0.192±0.011 (Keeton, Gaudi & Petters
2003, the negative sign is given by us). If it can be fitted
by the SIEP lens, we can conclude that the axes ratio q is
very large. There is no sample in which the middle image
has larger flux than the sum of two side images observed by
now. If it can be find, it can be confirmed as minor cusp
type with a larger deviation from circular lens.
5 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
The four-image lens systems are very important and
are very common in the observations of lensed quasars
(Rusin & Tegmark 2001; Claeskens & Surdej 2002). We re-
view five quad lens models, each of which has analytical
solutions and can produce four images at most. Each of the
five lenses has two parameters, including one that describes
the intensity of the mass distribution, and the other one
that describes the deviation from the circular lens. Using
the magnification invariants of these lens models, we calcu-
late the cusp summations for the five lenses. We find that
for a point source on the cusp, the cusp summation is al-
ways larger than 0 for the major cusp, while can be larger
or smaller than 0 for the minor cusp. If these lenses tend
to the circular lens, the major and minor cusp summations
will have infinite values, and with positive and negative signs
respectively.
In this study, we calculate the cusp summations on the
axes for SIEP, SIQ, SIS+shear lenses, and find that the cusp
summations on the cusps are the smallest ones for sources on
the major axes, while the cusp summations on the cusps are
the largest ones for sources on the minor axes. The cusp sum-
mations do not change very much if the sources are slightly
deviated from the cusps.
In addition, through the magnification invariants, we
also calculate the magnifications of the two side images for
source on the axes, and then derive the signed cusp rela-
tions on the axes. We find both on the major and the minor
axes that the more the lenses deviated from the circular
lens, the larger the signed cusp relations. When the point
source moves to the minor cusp infinitely, the minor cusp
relation has two ways to approach 0, i.e., from positive or
from negative value. The changes of Scusp and Rcusp against
the second parameter are usually opposite for sources on the
major axes. When these lenses tend to circular lens, S|cusp|
are higher order infinities compared to the Scusp.
The analytical results show that, the major cusp rela-
tions are usually larger than the minor cusp relations, but
for some lens models with larger deviation from circular lens,
the minor cusp relation can be larger than the major cusp
relation. In some previous numerical work, the major cusp
relations are much more easily larger than the minor cusp
relations (Bradacˇ et al. 2004; Amara et al. 2006; Xu et al.
2009; Metcalf & Amara 2012). We guess that in most of the
numerical simulations the ellipticity of projected haloes is
too small to let the minor cusp relation to be much larger.
The cusp summation and relation do not depend on
the first parameter of the lens. Therefore, if we change the
redshifts of the lens body or the source (which is equivalent
to multiply a constant on the first parameter), it usually
does not change the cusp summation or the cusp relation.
We guess the fold summation and fold relation are similar
to those properties of the cusp. It should be noted that,
all the conclusions in this work are based on these simple
lens models, and we do not consider the nonsingular core or
substructures in the real lens bodies. There is no doubt that
they can influence the cusp or fold magnification relations
significantly.
In future, based on the magnification invariants, we can
also calculate the fold summations of these quad lenses for
source exactly on the fold lines, through the finite magnifi-
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–8
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cations of the other two images which can be derived using
numerical method. We expect the summed magnification of
fold image pair to change continuously along the fold line.
Furthermore, closer to the major cusp, the fold summations
will be smaller, while closer to the minor cusp, the sum-
mations will be larger, and the fold summations will have
infinite values with negative and positive signs near the ma-
jor and minor cusps respectively (Chu, Lin & Yang 2013).
Based on the cusp summations of the five lenses, we can
bring forward a question: is the major cusp summation al-
ways larger than 0 for any type of major cusps? Or in other
word, is it independent of the lens models? This is a very
interesting mathematical problem. Solving this question can
help us to understand the singularity theory or caustic meta-
morphoses in strong gravitational lensing. In addition, it
is also very interesting to study the magnification summa-
tions for a point source on the higher order singularities of
the caustics (Petters, Levine & Wambsganss 2001; Werner
2009; Aazami, Petters & Rabin 2011). In these cases, more
than three images with infinite magnifications will merge
together, and the dependence of the magnification summa-
tions on the lens parameters are more complex than those
of the cusp.
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